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New theories, Movie Reviews

“Chenarestan” is new documentary 

film of Iran which has been scrutinized 

by scientific communities owing to its 

particular subject of interest with the city. 

The film introduces the historical and social 

background of Valiasr Street and attributes 

its title to the trees along the street. The film 

before was displayed on November 12th 

in collaboration with scientific association 

of landscape architecture at the University 

of Tehran prior to its public release. A 

group of participants including Seyed Amir 

Mansoury, Dr. Ahmad Ali Farzin and Dr. 

Laden Etezadi accompanied by Mr. Hadi 

Afarideh, the director, expressed their views 

about the film “Chenarestan” in a dialog.

The Common aspect of “Chenarestan” and 

landscape look to the city is considering 

of the city as a landscape whose elements 

reveal numerous meanings to citizens. This 

approach will devise positive attitude to 

the city for scholars and artists. In the film, 

the street is not introduced as a material 

subject, but its meaning and mental aspects 

are discussed. The director addresses the 

citizen memories and similar concepts to 

introduce this street in a way that one can 

realize the street character and identity even 

without an aerial photo. The film introduces 

Valiasr Street as a landscape combined 

integrally and fundamentally to the street 

space.

As a critic, two main questions are queried; 

firstly, the technical aspects that might be 

more discussed by urban professionals 

whereas a street has a body of formed social 

identity. Valiasr Street owes its trees to the 

runnels on both sides of the street from the 

beginning whose shape and old stone stone 

pavements are neglected in “Chenarestan”.

The second question deals with social 

pathology aspect. A prevailing social view 

in definition of an urban area is a positive 

approach; however, the film has a biased 

view to the meanings of Valiasr Street. In 

the Qajar era, this street was an exclusive 

pathway along Qajar gardens. It was opened 

to public in Reza Khan Period when 

Karim Saei plants these trees and prunes 

them. The main component of this street 

is attributed to Karim Saei whose name 

became immanent after a garden which 

was named after him along this street.  

The film also does not refer to this garden 

although it is considered a landmark in 

the street. In addition, the filmmaker has 

disregarded the two regions of “Monirieh 

“and” Amiriyeh” despite their being the 

most authentic and old neighborhoods of 

Tehran while spending more on Koochini 

Café. There is also a selective dominant 

look to the film regarding the social and 

public aspects evident in picture selection 

and historic documentation in a way that 

the film introduces the street as a place 

for street dance, hanging out and cabarets 

disregarding its prominent milestones such 

as Valiasr crossroad which was a center of 

street oppositions in Pahlavi period.

In landscape science, the role of intellectuals 

and artists to these subject matters is one 

of the references in public perceptions 

of urban elements. The experience of 

“Chenarestan” film indicates that this 

recognition will be reliable when it is based 

on anecdotal and less selective narrations 

which are achieved by a group of artists and 

intellectuals rather than the individuals.
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